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ABSTRACT
Relative intensity noise (RIN) inherent in fiber lasers poses a serious obstacle to their use in pump–probe spectroscopy and imaging. RIN
can be removed through an analog balanced detector, or, as we have previously shown, software adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) on
digitized signals. One major drawback to software ANC is the added time required for digitizing and post-processing. In this article, we
describe a design for ANC on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), making use of high-level synthesis tools and fixed-point arithmetic
to achieve real-time laser RIN suppression at 25 MHz sample rates. Unlike the software-ANC approach, the FPGA-ANC device can serve as
a dedicated drop-in denoiser, placed between the detectors and a commercial lock-in amplifier. We demonstrate its application to transient
absorption spectroscopy and microscopy, lowering the noise floor to ∼17 dB above the shot noise limit. Furthermore, we demonstrate a
dramatic improvement in data acquisition time from ∼6 h to ∼5 min in a real-time imaging scenario.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0032376

I. INTRODUCTION

Transient absorption and stimulated Raman scattering
microscopy are nonlinear optical methods that obtain chemical
contrast from electronic and vibrational dynamics.1 Applications
have ranged from label-free molecular contrast in biological tissues
to defect characterization and charge transport mapping in novel
two-dimensional nanomaterials.1–4 Both techniques rely on sensing
miniscule perturbations to a probe laser beam, induced by a pump
beam, and are thus highly susceptible to laser relative intensity
noise (RIN). In the case of bulk laser sources (e.g., a Ti:Al2O3
ultrafast oscillator), most of the RIN can be rejected by modulating
the pump at >1 MHz and employing lock-in detection on the
probe.5 In the case of fiber laser sources, however, broad bandwidth
and high-frequency RIN necessitates active noise cancellation
through balanced detection, for example, custom radio frequency
(RF) analog electronics involving a variable-gain amplifier and
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller.6 Recently, we
introduced a software-based scheme that uses a high-speed analog

to digital converter (ADC) and adaptive filtering for active RIN
cancellation.7 Compared with the analog electronics solution, the
software approach is convenient in terms of sharing, replication,
and fine-tuning. However, as it was limited by ADC noise and based
on post-processing of acquired data, it was impractically slow for all
but proof-of-concept imaging tests in our previous work.

In this article, we overcome these speed limitations by imple-
menting the adaptive filter on a field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) for real-time noise cancellation.8 FPGAs, due to their capac-
ity for low latency and high bandwidth computations, are well-
suited for real-time signal processing on datastreams directly from
high-bandwidth (i.e., 10–500 MSPS) ADCs, enabling, for example,
low cost and energy efficient software-defined radio9 and lock-in
amplifiers (LIAs) for scientific applications.10–13

Here, we implement a digital real-time RIN suppressor (DR-
RINS) on a development board (Red Pitaya STEMlab 125-14) that
includes high-speed ADCs and digital-to-analog converters (DACs)
alongside an FPGA with an on-board microprocessor (Xilinx Zynq
7010 SoC). The device is set up as a drop-in denoiser that is inserted
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between the photodetectors and a lock-in amplifier and coded using
high-level synthesis (HLS). For this implementation, we performed
lock-in detection in software and showed compatibility with a com-
mercial lock-in amplifier. We demonstrate its application to tran-
sient absorption microscopy of a crystalline powder. Compared to
our previous all-software implementation,7 this FPGA implementa-
tion has a lower noise floor and provides real-time RIN cancellation,
reducing the image acquisition time from ∼6 h down to ∼5 min.

II. IMPLEMENTATION OF FIXED-POINT ADAPTIVE
FILTER ON FPGA

For details on the theory of applying adaptive filtering to
pump–probe microscopy, we refer readers to our previous work on
software ANC.7 In brief, the adaptive filter used here is a digital finite
impulse response (FIR) filter, operating on a reference measurement
of the laser RIN, x, whose coefficients are continually updated by
a feedback loop to minimize the difference, e, between the filter’s
output, y, and the measured probe signal, d. In this way, e con-
tains a copy of the probe signal with RIN canceled out. This result
is then fed to a lock-in amplifier to detect the pump–probe signal by
synchronous demodulation at the pump modulation frequency.2

To implement ANC in real time on Red Pitaya’s (RP) FPGA,
we made use of Pavel Demin’s software-defined radio project as a
starting point.14 A high-level system diagram of our implementa-
tion is shown in Fig. 1. An eight-tap digital adaptive noise canceller
(ANC) was implemented using the least mean squares (LMS) algo-
rithm. Individual modules were connected using an IP integrator
(Xilinx Vivado Hlx 2018.2). All signals pass between modules using
the AXI streaming protocol. Flow of data within the FPGA modules
is as follows: Two 14-bit ADCs on-board operating at 125 MSPS
digitize x and d that are low-pass filtered with cutoff at ∼8.2 MHz
and then decimated (Xilinx FIR compiler 2; M = 5). The resulting
25 MSPS datastream is then passed to individual first in, first out
(FIFO) buffers for a clock domain conversion from 125 MHz to 25
MHz. The HLS produced adaptive filter IP (called the LMS module)
is clocked at 25 MHz, which receives these x and d. The IP produces
an error output at 25 MSPS that is passed through a FIFO to convert

FIG. 1. System diagram of IP components and interconnects placed on the FPGA.
The digitized datastream from the ADC is downsampled, passed through an LMS
adaptive filter, upsampled, and then passed to the DAC for an analog output.
Clock domain crossings are handled with FIFO buffers. The on-chip CPU controls
parameters of the LMS module through an AXI-lite interface and can be accessed
through a command-line terminal.

the clock domain from 25 MHz to 125 MHz. Clock domain cross-
ing FIFOs are implemented using Xilinxs’s FIFO generator (BRAM
implementation with independent clocks using eight-sync stages).
An interpolator (Xilinx FIR compiler 2; L = 5) is used to upsample
the error output before passing to a DAC on-board operating at 125
MSPS. A gain setting is implemented by right shifting a 14-bit win-
dow, effectively amplifying the error signal before outputting via a
DAC. This serves the purpose of bringing the signal above the noise
floors of the DAC and the next physical device downstream (i.e.,
a lock-in amplifier). The LMS algorithm step-size and output gain
are manipulated using registers controlled by the central processing
unit (CPU). A program running on the CPU in a loop continuously
reads/updates these registers as provided by the user via a command-
line terminal. The LMS module constantly reads these parameters
every clock cycle through an AXI-lite interface.

The LMS module was coded in C/C++ using the HLS method-
ology, which speeds hardware design by making it easier to val-
idate the algorithm, automatically handling pipelining and loop
unrolling to meet timing requirements and reducing the effort
to change parameters and explore design space. Pre-processor
directives (#pragma) were used to convey to the HLS compiler
details about parallelization and logic implementation. #pragma
HLS pipeline II = 1 sets the design throughput to one sample per

FIG. 2. Signal flow diagram of the LMS
module.
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clock cycle and ensures the adaptive filter updates its output
and filter coefficients before the next sample arrives at the input.
#pragma array_partition maps arrays (i.e., the tapped delay line
x[n] . . . x[n − 7] and filter coefficients f [0] . . . f [7]) into multiple
registers rather than one large memory (block RAM) for simultane-
ous access. #pragma HLS unroll exposes parallelism by enabling all
the filter taps to be executed in the same clock cycle.

Internal details of the LMS module are illustrated in Fig. 2 using
a signal flow diagram. The bit-widths are represented in a Qn.m for-
mat, where n is the total number of bits and m is the number of
fractional bits after an assumed decimal position. Arithmetic was
performed in the signed fixed-point format using Xilinxs’s ap_int
datatype. While fixed-point arithmetic is significantly faster than
floating-point, it comes at the risk of round-off and overflow errors
due to limited precision and range. To minimize this risk, the num-
ber of integer and fractional bits for the filter coefficients, products,
and accumulators were selected with the assistance of the MAT-
LAB fixed-point toolbox. We selected the minimum bit-widths that
closely matched the output of a floating-point simulation of LMS fil-
tering on pre-recorded pump–probe data. This approach generally
prevented overflow, except in areas where transmissivity was signifi-
cantly higher than the pre-recorded data. To address it, an additional
guard bit can be added to the coefficients, or electronic (after sam-
ple)/optical (before sample) attenuation of the probe beam can avoid
coefficient overflow.

The HLS design was simulated using C/C++ test-benches to
verify functional correctness and that the output matches the MAT-
LAB simulation. The HLS tool synthesized a hardware description
of the module and a register-transfer level (RTL) model of the logic
implementation. This generated RTL was then verified using C/C++
test-benches via co-simulation, which simulates the behavior of the
scheduled hardware as it would run on the FPGA in the presence
of a clock. The timing report showed that the module could run at
a clock rate of 25 MHz with the requested sample initiation interval
(II) of one clock cycle.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 3 shows the experimental setup. The FPGA board dig-

itizes the probe and reference signals from a transient absorption
microscope, performs noise cancellation, and outputs an analog

signal through one of its DAC channels. This noise-canceled
probe signal is then either processed by a hardware lock-in
amplifier (Moku:Lab, Liquid Instruments) or captured by a high-
speed data acquisition (DAQ) device (Analog Discovery Stu-
dio, Digilent) for noise analysis and processing with a software
lock-in algorithm. Unlike the previous all-software implemen-
tation,7 all the signal processing can now occur in dedicated
hardware, enabling real-time display of pump–probe signals and
images.

The pump–probe microscope setup was described in Ref. 7.
Pump and probe pulses at 530 nm and 480 nm, respectively, with a
cross correlation of 800 fs, were generated by a two-color laser source
described in Ref. 15. Pump power and probe power out of the two-
color laser source were both 10 mW. The pump was modulated with
a square wave at 1.5 MHz with an acousto-optic modulator (AOM).
Before the microscope, a 50/50 beam splitter directed a portion of the
probe beam toward a reference photodiode, which was connected to
ADC CH1. After the microscope, the transmitted probe beam was
detected with a second photodiode and connected to ADC CH2. In
all the experiments using the DR-RINS, the feedback coefficient was
set to μ = 2 × 10−6 and the total gain from the ADC to the DAC was
25 = 32.

For image acquisition, we used transistor–transistor logic
(TTL) synchronization from the y-scan mirror to trigger the DAQ
while a 3.5 KHz resonant scan mirror completed the x-scan. Trans-
lation along the y-axis was achieved by stepping a mechanical
stage by 1 μm after one acquisition, repeated for 100 lines. The
image field of view (FOV) was 75 × 100 μm2. To further improve
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we captured and averaged data
for a total of ten passes. Data without DR-RINS were obtained
by directly digitizing the output using DAQ, from the probe
photodetector.

A MATLAB script was used as a lock-in amplifier (LIA) to
extract modulated amplitude at the modulation frequency. The
modulation reference was derived from the TTL sync output of
the function generator driving the pump AOM. The pump mod-
ulation TTL sync was captured on the DAQ analog CH2. This
square wave was then converted to in-phase (I) and quadrature
(Q) sinusoids by a narrow bandpass FIR filter at the fundamental,
followed by a Hilbert transform and a normalization step to elimi-
nate amplitude variations. The resulting complex vector was rotated

FIG. 3. Experimental setup. A two-color
femtosecond laser source supplies pump
(green) and probe (blue) pulse trains to
a transient absorption microscope. The
probe is sampled before (reference) and
after passing through the microscope
(probe). These signals pass through an
adaptive noise canceller running on the
FPGA. The resulting output is fed to a
hardware lock-in amplifier (Moku) and
synchronized to the pump modulation
frequency or a high-speed DAQ device
(Digilent). The hardware lock-in output
is captured by a multi-channel DAQ
device (NI DAQmx), synchronized to the
x/y galvanometer scanners for real-time
imaging.
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by multiplication with eiϕ to bring the lock-in X channel in phase
with absorptive signals (i.e., two-photon absorption, excited-state
absorption). The real and imaginary parts of the reference oscilla-
tor were then individually mixed with the output to obtain the I
and Q products. These I and Q products were then passed through
a cascaded integrator-comb (CIC) decimator with R = 128, M = 4,
and N = 2 to yield X and Y lock-in channels. A simple MAT-
LAB code snippet that demonstrates this process is provided in the
supplementary material.

IV. RESULTS

A. Spectroscopic (non-imaging) measurement results
and noise analysis

Figure 4 shows the pump–probe delay scan of a single, uniform
Bi4Ge3O12 crystal, acquired with and without DR-RINS in place.
At each probe delay, we acquired a 327.68 μs window of the signal

using DAQ and calculated the power spectral density (PSD) with
MATLAB’s pwelch() function. During these measurements, the res-
onant x-scanner was enabled to prevent heat from building up at
the focal spot and give the adaptive filter some minor transmissivity
variations to keep up with. As expected for our conditions (530 nm
pump, 480 nm probe), the signal at the pump modulation frequency
(1.5 MHz) indicates a non-degenerate two-photon absorption that
traces the cross correlation of the pump and probe pulses.7

Figure 5 shows the power spectrum of the DR-RINS output
along with the electronics noise floor and shot noise floor. The total
SNR of the pump–probe signal after the DR-RINS is +15 dB. The
total gain (32×) through the FPGA places the shot noise floor on par
with the input noise of DAQ. However, as can be seen from the red
line, the overall noise floor of the DR-RINS is around 17 dB above
the shot noise floor. Given that the Red Pitaya ADC noise floor16

is significantly lower, around 3.5 dB above the shot noise floor, we
conclude that even with a less noisy photodetector, this implementa-
tion is ultimately limited by round-off error inherent to fixed-point
computations.17

FIG. 4. Pump–probe delay scan of two-photon absorption response in BGO. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) of the probe photodiode signal with respect to pump–probe
delay, without DR-RINS. (b) PSD at 1.5 MHz pump modulation frequency, without DR-RINS. (c) PSD of the probe with the DR-RINS, showing lower noise floor and making
the 4.5 MHz pump modulation harmonic visible. (d) PSD with the DR-RINS at 1.5 MHz pump modulation frequency.
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FIG. 5. Power spectra of DR-RINS output, DR-RINS overall noise floor, Digi-
lent ADC noise floor, shot noise floor, Red Pitaya (RP) ADC quantization noise,
PDA36A detector noise floor, and RP-ADC noise floor. Measured at μ = 2−6 and
gain = 32.

B. Real-time performance enables measurements
of weak signals from biological samples

Because the FPGA performs its computations on the digitized
datastream in real time, the output of the adaptive filter can be

FIG. 6. Transient absorption signal of mitochondrial respiratory chain proteins. The
red line shows fit to an exponential decay with a 4 ps time constant.

connected directly to a hardware lock-in amplifier, and the result-
ing signal can be used to assist in alignment and sample positioning.
Figure 6 shows transient absorption signals acquired from mito-
chondrial respiratory chain enzymes, suspended in an electrophore-
sis gel (see Ref. 18 for details on sample preparation). These gels
normally contain a dye (Coomassie blue) attached to the proteins, to
provide a charge to draw the protein through the gel when a voltage
is applied. The dye is also convenient for visually locating the pro-
tein band within the sample. In this sample, however, the dye was
removed with a standard destaining solution (20% methanol and
10% acetic acid in water) to ensure the measured signal was from

FIG. 7. Imaging results at τ = 0 ps probe delay (top row), including pump–probe without ANC (a), PSD of each line without ANC (b), pump–probe after ANC (c), and PSD of
each line after ANC (d). Imaging results at τ = 2 ps probe delay (bottom row), including pump–probe without ANC (e), PSD of each line without ANC (f), pump–probe after
ANC (g), and PSD of each line after ANC (h). The field of view (FOV) is 75 × 100 μm2.
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the protein only and not the dye. However, the resulting destained
gel appears transparent, making it difficult to locate the protein band
within the sample by eye. In addition, the excited-state absorption
from these respiratory pigments is significantly weaker than the two-
photon absorption signal from BGO, making it difficult to locate the
protein band by its pump–probe response. While the previous soft-
ware implementation7 was too slow to aid in locating a signal, the
real-time feedback from the FPGA and hardware lock-in made it fea-
sible to locate a signal and acquire the data shown in Fig. 6. In this
case, the signal is still too weak for high frame rate imaging, though
the resonant galvo was running to minimize sample heating.19

C. Imaging through a software lock-in
To demonstrate the ability of the DR-RINS to maintain balance

during a high-speed imaging scenario, a sample of crushed BGO
was placed under the objective as described previously.7 Figure 7
shows imaging results at 0 ps and 2 ps probe delays, both with and
without DR-RINS in place. Each scan line was acquired for ten rep-
etitions, and the resulting lock-in outputs and PSDs for each scan

FIG. 8. Real-time imaging results, using the FPGA as a prefilter and of a commer-
cial lock-in amplifier at 4 MHz modulation. (a) Single frame, acquired in 0.5 s. (b)
100-frame average. The field of view is ∼100 × 100 μm2.

line were averaged across all repetitions. Consistent with our pre-
vious findings, the lock-in, without ANC, sees a significant amount
of high-frequency RIN within its passband [magenta box, Figs. 7(b)
and 7(d)]. As a result, an image is formed of the sample transmis-
sivity and has no dependence on probe delay [Figs. 7(a) and 7(e)].
By contrast, with the DR-RINS, noise is significantly reduced across
a broad range of RF frequencies [Figs. 7(d) and 7(h)], making the
1.5 MHz pump modulation and its 4.5 MHz harmonic clearly visible
in the PSD. In addition, the lock-in output recovers a clear depen-
dence on probe delay [Figs. 7(c) and 7(g)], consistent with the delay
scan (Fig. 4).

D. Real-time imaging with a hardware lock-in
Finally, we tested the DR-RINS system as a drop-in pre-filtering

device in front of a hardware lock-in amplifier to enable real-time
imaging. As before, the sample is crushed BGO, and the probe delay
is set to τ = 0. The output of the lock-in, along with scan position
monitor signals, was collected with a multi-channel DAQ device.
An image was formed by using the MATLAB griddata() function to
map the signal to the corresponding x, y coordinates. The x-resonant
scanner was running at a 3.5 kHz rate and the y-galvanometer was
running at a 2 Hz rate, for an overall frame rate of 2/s. The frame rate
acquired by the computer was lower, however, because of the time
required to stop and start the DAQ task during each iteration of the
data capture loop. Figure 8 shows single acquisition, along with a
100-frame average, acquired in <5 min.

V. CONCLUSION
To summarize, our results on BGO visibly show an enhance-

ment in the SNR, obtained in real time using the DR-RINS sys-
tem that produces an analog output compatible with a conventional
lock-in amplifier. Though the system was limited by detector noise,
the device enabled transient absorption imaging under conditions
that are impossible to image using a lock-in amplifier alone (i.e.,
high levels of RIN combined with effects due to fast, resonant scan-
ning of the beam). Unlike the previous software-based approach, the
FPGA based denoiser provides adaptive noise canceling in real time,
enabling the operator to locate and acquire weak signals in addition
to significantly faster imaging with a noisy laser source. By perform-
ing both the ANC and lock-in detection in hardware, data collec-
tion time for a pump–probe image (100× averages) was reduced
from ∼6 h down to ∼5 min—a dramatic improvement over the all-
software implementation. Even in scenarios where high averaging
needs to be done to overcome low SNR, the ability to cancel noise
in real-time and acquire individual frames with a resonant galvo
offers a significant reduction in heating at the focal spot, an impor-
tant consideration when performing pump–probe microscopy on
resonance with absorbing molecules.19 We anticipate this plug-and-
play RIN denoising device to find applications in any experimental
technique that relies on detecting small perturbations to a probe
laser, such as transient absorption, stimulated Raman scattering, and
photothermal microscopy.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary material contains a code listing for the
software lock-in amplifier.
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